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20th March - 19 April
CONNECTIONS
COLOURS Red & White
PLANT Tiger Lily Gemstone Diamond
METAL Iron
ANIMALS Ram & Lamb
Aries planet is Mars - The ruling planet of the God of War. This makes them prone to
successful leadership. It also makes them prone to hot headedness and impatience.
Elemental Influence for Aries is Fire. This opens them up to being prone to be
Enthusiastic, Impulsive, Confident, Impatient, Energetic and Passionate.
The elemental influence of Air would fan the flames of fire, Water would put them out and
Earth would smother them.
KEYWORDS New Beginnings, Assertiveness & Pioneering, Challenge & Adventure,
Exploration & Discovery, Competition & Winning, Control & Nobility, Courage & Openness
Aries is a Cardinal, Masculine Fire sign. They are first of the astrological year and are
filled with a pioneering spirit and are natural leaders. Aries are dynamic, straight forward
and energetic people. They are always on the move and wanting to do something.
Routine and patience is almost unbearable for them. They secretly disguise how important
winning or being the brightest or best is to them and others would have no idea.
A YOUNG ARIES CHILD TYPICALLY HAS THESE CHARECTERISTICS Attention
seeking Tendency to break bones Walks and talks early Hard to get them to bed at night
Has almost no fear Tries to dominate other children Very curious Sharing and open
Recovers from illness quickly Argues incessantly
ARIES HEALTH Colds that would floor lesser mortals have practically no effect on Aries.
They are able to shrug off sniffles and sneezes. A more serious illness would lead Aries to
depression if it restricts their ability to move about. Aries suffer particularly from: Fevers,
broken bones or other injuries, neuralgia, headaches and migraines. Also can be prone to
Illness of the eyes, ears and have sinus trouble. Body parts linked to Aries are: Head,
Brain, Eyes, Ears, Sinuses and bones. (An individual birth chart will show if any of these
body parts have inherited strength or vulnerability).
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ARIES LOVE You love the excitement of the chase and can be exceptionally romantic. As
with everything else you have trouble sticking to things long-term. You must ensure the
relationship will have challenges if it’s going to last. Aries falling in love are very direct and
a little intimidating preferring to be the pursuer and not the pursued. They place the object
of their affection onto a pedestal and will pull out all the stops to impress. They are
romantic and old fashioned. Aries in love would expect absolute fidelity (but not
necessarily from themselves) and to be admired by their lover. Aries need their lovers to
share their boundless enthusiasm and to be constantly busy. An Aries lover should treat
them as if they were the only man/woman in the world. To Aries love and sex is always
strongly influenced by the myth that the grass is always greener. But, in fact Arians need a
long-term loving relationship to be able to find true sexual fulfilment as they need the
mental closeness that such relationships can bring. Eventually Aries will have to overcome
their inner restlessness.
FAMOUS ARIENS ARE - 25/3 Aretha Franklin 27/3 Elton John 30/3 Vincent Van Gogh
03/4 Doris Day 15/4 Leonardo Da Vinci 19/4 Charlie Chaplin

The wheel is complete - commenced in March 2009 and completed November 2009 - a nine month gestation. Each
zodiac signs sits within a repeating segment from which is sub divided (1.618) to show the sign illustration and it's
consolation below. All segments revolve around OM at the centre. Each sign illustration has spirals within it that
connects points of energy to the next in each direction. Now that it is finally completed the 12 are in place around 1 and
all consolations are joined in the space. Each individual star segment is a painting in its own right, ink on water colour
paper with the illustration drawn in white pastel. Check out your own star sign painting - high quality unframed or framed
greeting cards prints available at www.ourpsychicart.com to purchase.
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